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CPU Bandwidth Disk Usage (Legal Agreements) 

Legal Agreements  

CPU, Bandwidth and Disk Usage (Legal Agreements) 

Permitted CPU and Disk Usage. 

All use of hosting space provided by VYVOA Consulting LLC/LTDA is subject to the terms of this 

Agreement and the Acceptable Use Policy. Shared hosting space shall only be used for: (i) web files; 

(ii) active email; and (iii) content of User Websites.  

 

However, Shared hosting space may not be used for any activity not listed above, including but not 

limited to: (i) storage of media, emails, or other data as determined by the service providers; or (ii) 

offsite storage of electronic files, email or FTP hosts; (iii) gaming server; or (iv) to store over 100,000 

files; or (v) run MySQL queries longer than 15 seconds; or (vi) use more than 50% of your website’s 

disk space for storing emails. Notwithstanding the above, your email storage cannot exceed 10 GB of 

disk space used by your Hosting order, even if it is within the aforesaid 50% of your website’s disk 

space. or (vii) use more than 5 GB or lesser based on the offering per database. We expressly reserve 

the right to review every shared account for excessive usage of CPU, disk space and other resources 

which might affect the stability, performance and uptime of our servers, storage and network that 

may be caused by your violation of this Agreement or the Acceptable Use Policy or otherwise.  

 

If you are in violation of the above, we may, in our sole discretion require you to upgrade your 

package, or move to a VPS or Dedicated server (depending on which package would meet your needs) 

or terminate access to the Services or remove or delete User Content for those accounts that are 

found to be in violation of this Agreement and other policies. Please note, Dedicated and VPS usage 

will be limited by the resources allocated to the specific plan that you purchase.  

Bandwidth Usage. 

Bandwidth usage is unmetered on shared and cloud hosting services. Additionally, specific limits on 

the services have been mentioned on the product that you purchase, which include but are not 

limited to Shared hosting, Cloud hosting, WordPress hosting, VPS, Dedicated and Email hosting. If we 

encounter any website/package/order/customer consuming more than 25% of the system resources 

for more than 90 seconds which might affect the stability, performance, and uptime of our servers, 

storage and network, we may require to you upgrade your package, or move to a VPS or Dedicated 

server, or we may take action to restrict the bandwidth or other resources applicable for your 

website/package/order/account. 
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